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8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2’-deoxyguanine (8-oxodG) is one of the major DNA modifications and 

it is considered a potent pre-mutagenic lesion prone to mispair with deoxyadenine (dA). 

Several thousand residues of 8-oxodG are constitutively spread in the genome of human 

and cells, but their genomic distribution have not yet characterized. Here, we report the 

genome distribution of 8-oxodG by OxyDIP-Seq, a very sensitive technique that uses next-

generation high-throughput sequencing technology, in human non-tumorigenic epithelial 

breast cell line MFC10A and in mouse embryo fibroblasts. In parallel, we performed ChIP-

Seq analysis of H2AX to precisely localize independently DNA double strand breaks 

signatures. The two types of analysis show overlapping accumulation of 8-oxodG 

and H2AX within gene bodies of long transcribed genes. More precisely, DNA oxidation 

dependent DNA damage marks transcription and DNA replication origins in long 

transcribed genes, suggesting that transcription replication conflict is associated with DNA 

repair at these loci. We suggest that transcription and replication are associated with DNA 

oxidation, which may produce double strand breaks in cases of conflicts between the two 

processes. 
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Cystic fibrosis (CF) is characterized by chronic airway infections composed of a 

complex mixture of microorganisms. Though several studies have investigated the 

taxonomic composition of airways microbiota, little is still known about the genetic 

composition of such communities and how they change along with disease progression. 

Twenty-one subjects with CF were enrolled in this study and followed over a 15-month 

period. Sputum samples were taken every three months during clinical examines, library 

construction, and metagenomic sequencing were performed following standard pipelines in 

Illumina Hiseq 2000 platform. 

An extraordinary resilience of the main CF pathogens was detected. Hierarchical clustering 

based on microbial strain-level profiling of marker genes detected from metagenomics 

samples produced one cluster for each patient, containing all time points including those 

sampled through one or more exacerbation events. This effect was more evident for the 

main CF pathogens detected such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus, 

but also for species than can be considered as emerging CF pathogens, such as Rothia 

mucillaginosa and Prevotella melaninogenica. Taxonomy distribution was quite variable 

both across patients and within time points of the same patient probably due to the 

antimicrobial treatment that might have drastically reduced the abundance of pathogen 

species below the revelation threshold. 
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Anthropological research has often investigated the congruence of linguistic and 

genetic histories to study population origins, diversification and contact. Linguistics can 

help to inform the interpretation of genetic results and to label samples by ethnolinguistic 

affiliation. Broad databases of quantitative linguistic data have recently been assembled 

with the scope of employing new computational methods with increased analytical power. 

To integrate these resources into genetic analysis, and provide demographic and 

genealogical information to non-geneticists, we propose a standardized panel representative 

of worldwide genetic population diversity. Our first study addresses mismatches between 

linguistic and genetic variation, often disregarded as exceptional cases. We focus on 

instances of high genetic distance among speakers of related languages (which may point to 

language shifts) and cases of close genetic distance between speakers of unrelated 

languages (relevant to the formation of language boundaries), evaluating the incidence of 

these mismatches in each language family. With this resource, we aim to develop a realistic 

understanding of the complex mechanisms behind cultural transmission.  
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Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) is a key species in Southern Ocean ecosystem 

where it plays a central role in the Antarctic food web. Available information supports the 

existence of an endogenous timing system in krill enabling it to synchronize metabolism 

and behavior with an environment characterized by extreme seasonal changes in terms of 

day length, food availability, and surface ice extent. A screening of our transcriptome 

database “KrillDB” allowed us to identify the putative orthologues of 20 circadian clock 

components. Mapping of conserved domains and phylogenetic analyses strongly supported 

annotations of the identified sequences. Luciferase assays and co-immunoprecipitation 

experiments allowed us to define the role of the main clock components. Our findings 

provide an overall picture of the molecular mechanisms underlying the functioning of the 

endogenous circadian clock in the Antarctic krill and shed light on their evolution 

throughout crustaceans speciation. Interestingly, the core clock machinery shows both 

mammalian and insect features that presumably contribute to an evolutionary strategy to 

cope with polar environment‘s challenges. Moreover, despite the extreme variability 

characterizing the Antarctic seasonal day length, the conserved light mediated degradation 

of the photoreceptor EsCRY1 suggests a persisting pivotal role of light as a Zeitgeber. 
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Recent and compelling archaeological evidence attests to human presence 14.5 

thousand years ago (Kya) at multiple sites in South America and a very early exploitation 

of extreme high-altitude Andean environments. Considering that, according to genetic 

evidence, human entry into North America from Beringia most likely occurred 16 Kya, 

these archeological findings would imply an extremely rapid spread along the double 

continent. To shed light on this issue from a genetic perspective, we first completely 

sequenced 217 novel modern mitogenomes of Native American ancestry from the 

northwestern area of South America (Ecuador and Peru); we then evaluated them 

phylogenetically together with other available mitogenomes (430 samples, both modern 

and ancient) from the same geographic area and, finally, with all closely related 

mitogenomes from the entire double continent. We detected a large number (N=48) of 

novel sub-haplogroups, often branching into further sub-clades, belonging to two classes: 

those that arose in South America early after its peopling and those that instead originated 

in North or Central America and reached South America with the first settlers. Coalescence 

age estimates for these sub-haplogroups provide time boundaries indicating that early 

Paleo-Indians probably moved from North America to the area corresponding to modern 

Ecuador and Peru over the short time frame of 1.5 Ky comprised between 16.0 and 14.6 

Kya. 
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Tau is a multifunctional protein, originally identified as cytoplasmic protein 

associated to microtubules, codified by the MAPT gene whose alternative splicing 

originates, in the neuronal cells, six different isoforms. Tau was subsequently observed also 

in the cell nucleus, where its function is not yet clearly understood. Human AT100 nuclear 

tau, endowed by phosphorylation in Thr212/Ser214, was recently shown to decline in 

cornus ammonis 1 (CA1) and dentate gyrus (DG) in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), but a 

defined function for this nuclear tau remains unclear. Here we show that AT100 

progressively increases in the nuclei of neuronal cells during aging, and decreases in the 

more severe AD stages. AT100, in addition to a co-localization with the DAPI-positive 

heterochromatin, was detected in the nucleolus of pyramidal cells from the CA1 region, 

shown to be at its highest level in the more senescent cells and in the first stage of AD 

(ADI), and disappearing in the more severe AD cases (ADIV). Taking into account the 

nuclear distribution of AT100 during cell aging and its relation to the chromatin changes 

observed in degenerated neurons we can consider the Thr212/Ser214 phosphorylated 

nuclear tau as a molecular marker of cell aging. 
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The term “Mitochondrial disease” refers to a broad range of disorders, each of which 

involves a mitochondrial dysfunction, in which the underlying genetic defect is often 

unknown. Whereas the huge increase of alleged mutations identified in single patients, for 

example by new generation sequencing techniques, a major challenge is to determine if 

these are the specific cause of the pathology, i.e. it is necessary to validate them.  

To prove unequivocally the causality, that must be evaluated biologically through 

functional analyses, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is extensively used.  

Here we present four different yeast models created to validate and get insight into the 

effect of mutations in the human genes ANT1, YARS2, DNM1L and LYRM7, involved in 

different mitochondrial processes, taking advantage of the presence the yeast orthologous 

genes. ANT1 (AAC2 in yeast) encodes for an isoform of the mitochondrial ADP/ATP 

carrier, exchanging cytosolic ADP for mitochondrially synthesized ATP. YARS2 (MSY1 in 

yeast), coding the mitochondrial tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase, is necessary for a correct 

mitochondrial protein synthesis. DNM1L (DNM1 in yeast) is the most important mediator 

of mitochondrial fission, with a role also in peroxisome division. LYRM7 (MZM1 in yeast), 

encoding mitochondrial LYR motif-containing protein 7, is required for the assembly of the 

cytochrome bc1 complex. It acts as a chaperone for Rip1 and facilitates its insertion into the 

complex at a late stage.  
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Skeletal muscle is composed of fast fibers that preferentially rely on glycolysis for 

ATP production, and of slow fibers that conversely use lipids. How fuel preference is 

specified in these post-mitotic cells is unknown. Here we show that micro RNAs define the 

fiber metabolic profile. Messenger (mRNA) and micro RNA (miRNA) signatures taken at 

single-cell level from all myofiber types of mouse hindlimb unveiled cell-specific miRNA-

mRNA regulatory networks and identified two master miRNAs that co-ordinately control 

myofiber mitochondrial morphology and fuel preference. Our work provides a complete 

catalogue of genes and miRNAs expressed in myofibers and establishes miR-27a-3p and 

miR-142-3p as key regulators of muscle metabolism. 
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Although Mongolia is one of the most sparsely populated countries in the world, it is 

located at a pivotal crossroad between the four corners of Asia and has been involved in 

processes that greatly contributed to its current cultural and ethnic diversity, e.g. the Silk 

Route and the ambitious expansion strategy employed by Mongolia’s most prominent 

personality, Genghis Khan. In this study the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) control regions 

of a large sample collection of modern Mongolians from 20 (out of 21) different provinces 

were classified and compared using the most updated mtDNA phylogeny. Eighteen super-

haplogroups were identified, including the most common European haplogroup H (>7%) 

and the typical East-Asian haplogroup D4 (16%). In order to better distinguish between the 

western and eastern matrilineal components, we selected 151 samples, mostly 

representative of West-Eurasian and East-Asian haplogroups, for the massive parallel 

sequencing of the entire mitogenome. The temporal and spatial comparison among those 

two components allowed to discriminate among different possible sources for the current 

mitochondrial variants in Mongolia. Our preliminary results point to ancient genetic inputs 

from the West, thus basically excluding both the Silk Route and Genghis Khan hypotheses 
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The term “Mitochondrial disease” refers to a broad range of disorders, each of which 

involves a mitochondrial dysfunction, in which the underlying genetic defect is often 

unknown. Whereas the huge increase of alleged mutations identified in single patients, for 

example by new generation sequencing techniques, a major challenge is to determine if 

these are the specific cause of the pathology, i.e. it is necessary to validate them.  

To prove unequivocally the causality, that must be evaluated biologically through 

functional analyses, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is extensively used.  

Here we present four different yeast models created to validate and get insight into the 

effect of mutations in the human genes ANT1, YARS2, DNM1L and LYRM7, involved in 

different mitochondrial processes, taking advantage of the presence the yeast orthologous 

genes. ANT1 (AAC2 in yeast) encodes for an isoform of the mitochondrial ADP/ATP 

carrier, exchanging cytosolic ADP for mitochondrially synthesized ATP. YARS2 (MSY1 in 

yeast), coding the mitochondrial tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase, is necessary for a correct 

mitochondrial protein synthesis. DNM1L (DNM1 in yeast) is the most important mediator 

of mitochondrial fission, with a role also in peroxisome division. LYRM7 (MZM1 in yeast), 

encoding mitochondrial LYR motif-containing protein 7, is required for the assembly of the 

cytochrome bc1 complex. It acts as a chaperone for Rip1 and facilitates its insertion into the 

complex at a late stage.  
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Many bacteria present a genome organization with more than one replicon. This 

genome organization is largely diffused among proteobacteria, including the facultative N-

fixing symbiont Sinorhizobium meliloti. Indeed, its multipartite genome is composed by a 

chromosome, a chromid and a megaplasmid. The proposed evolutionary scenario for this 

complex genome structure, was recently confirmed by a genome scale reconstruction of its 

metabolic pathways (diCenzo et al 2016 Nature Comm), which demonstrated the ecological 

niche specialization (and different metabolic activation) for each replicon. To more deeply 

understand the evolution and the metabolic connections among replicons that make the 

multipartite genome of S. meliloti strains, we set up experiments of replicons swapping 

starting from a secondary replicons-cured strain. We then created novel strains having the 

same chromosome and with chromid and/or megaplasmid coming from different donor S. 

meliloti strains. On these swapped strains, we performed metabolic model reconstruction 

and lab testing for assessing their growth and symbiotic features, their metabolome, 

transcriptome and high-throughput phenotype testing (Phenotype Microarray). Preliminary 

results indicate that replicon-based gene regulatory networks are robust, paving the way for 

the development of genome-wide replicon-based remodeling of bacterial strains to 

potentially improve plant-bacteria symbiosis. 
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CNBP (ZNF9) is a conserved CCHC-type zinc finger RNA binding protein that 

regulates translation and is required for normal mammalian development. Mutations in the 

first intron of the CNBP gene have been found in type 2 myotonic dystrophy, although it is 

still unclear whether the dystrophic phenotype is linked to a decrease of CNBP levels 

and/or to accumulation of toxic mRNAs.We show here that dCNBP depletion 

in Drosophila melanogaster muscles causes locomotor defects due to impaired polyamine 

metabolism. Indeed, we demonstrate that the levels of ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) and 

polyamines are significantly reduced in dCNBP-depleted or mutant larvae compared to 

wild type controls, and that ODC depletion phenocopies the dCNBP-dependent locomotor 

defects. Mechanistically, we have found that dCNBP controls polyamine metabolism 

through dODC1 ribosomal entry site (IRES)-dependent translation. Of note, dCNBP 

locomotor defect is rescued by either polyamine feeding or dODC1 over expression. 

Together, our data illustrate an unprecedented mechanism whereby dCNBP controls muscle 

function by regulating the ODC/polyamine axis. This function of dCNPB may be 

evolutionarily conserved in vertebrates, with relevant implications in CNBP-related 

pathophysiological conditions. 
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Telomere represents the preferential target of oxidative damage. In our previous study 

we demonstrated, in human primary fibroblasts (MRC-5), the persistence of telomeric 8-

oxoG and an increase of nucleoplasmic bridges (NPBs) after 1hr 100 and 200µM H2O2. 

The aim of this work is to understand how oxidative damage compromised length, 

replication and integrity of telomeres. The analysis of γH2AX and 53BP1 Telomere 

dysfunction-induced foci (TIFs) indicated an higher frequency of γH2AX-TIFs respect to 

53BP1-TIFs, leading us to hypothesize a replication fork arrest rather than a DSB at 

telomere after acute oxidative stress. To confirm this thesis we treated MRC-5 cells with 

BrdU after synchronization with thymidine and performed telomeric CO-FISH analysis. 

The results demonstrated a delay in BrdU incorporation in telomeric regions of H2O2-

treated samples, indicating a replication fork stall at telomere. Furthermore ChIP analysis 

evidenced a significant reduction of TRF1 and TRF2 at telomere 48 hrs after H2O2 

treatment.  

These findings lead us to suppose that the persistence of telomeric 8-oxoG is 

responsible of replication fork arrest at telomeres and of the telomeric proteins detachment 

contributing to the telomere shortening and telomere instability evidenced by NPBs 

accumulation. Furthermore, results obtained by ChIP assay 48 hrs after H2O2 treatment 

indicated a significant increase of H3K9me3, marker of heterochromatin and recently 

associated with replication stress.  
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Ribosome biogenesis can be controlled in a cell-type-specific manner, and differences in 

ribosome biogenesis are known to significantly contribute to establish cell identity. These 

differences, together with efficiency of ribosome biogenesis, control also self-renewal, 

amplification and differentiation of stem cells, ultimately regulating homeostasis of stem 

cell compartment.  

We have investigated the role of Drosophila dyskerin, an essential protein regulating 

ribosome biogenesis, assembly and pseudouridylation, in somatic stem cell maintenance. 

Focussing on larval midgut, a hierarchically organized and well characterized model for 

stemness analysis, we show that depletion of dyskerin strongly affects the formation of the 

larval stem cell niches, without altering other midgut cell types. Protein down-regulation 

dramatically reduces the number of adult midgut precursor (AMPs) stem cells, an effect 

that is not caused by premature differentiation and is cell-autonomous.  

By our experiments, we also excluded defective specification, apoptosis, decreased 

proliferation or premature differentiation of AMPs, and showed that defective amplification 

is the cause of the disruption of stem cells pool. These studies establish a strict link between 

dyskerin and somatic stem cell maintenance, and indicated that loss of stemness can be 

regarded as an evolutionary conserved, telomerase-independent effect of dyskerin 

dysfunction. 
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Early Holocene was characterised by a worldwide climatic amelioration (12-5 kya), which 

led to the formation of the Green Sahara in Africa. In a previous project, in order to 

understand the effects of this fertile environment in the peopling of Africa, we deep-

sequenced ~ 3.3 Mb in 104 Y chromosomes belonging to four trans-Saharan haplogroups 

and identified 5,966 mutations. By genotyping 142 selected markers in 7,955 males from 

145 populations, we found several pieces of evidence about the role of the Green Sahara, 

but also footprints of other demographic events occurred outside the Sahara. In particular, 

we found clues of ancient trans-Mediterranean contacts (8-7 kya) between Africa and 

southern Europe. In the Sahel, we identified a sub-clade, which is common among different 

Fulbe groups and can be informative about the history of this enigmatic population, 

whereas the phylogeography of other sub-lineages suggested movements along the Sahelian 

belt occurred 6-5 kya and possibly linked to the spread of the Nilo-Saharan languages. In 

the Horn of Africa, we found different specific lineages, suggestive of local demographic 

expansions occurred ~ 5 kya. Finally, framing the data in a wider context, we were able to 

gain more information about the trans-Atlantic slave trade (15
th

-19
th

 centuries) and the Arab 

slave trade (7
th

-19
th

 centuries), which seems not to have been the major determinant of the 

sub-Saharan genetic component in northern Africa, at odds with previous hypotheses 
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Single SNP association studies on the genetics of human longevity identified a large number of 

variants with small effect, however missing the effect of interactions on the phenotype. For filling 

this gap, we analysed SNP-SNP interactions in a dataset of 1,058 tagging SNPs from 140 genes, 

grouped in three candidate metabolic pathways for human longevity (Insulin/IGF1 Signalling or IIS, 

DNA repair and Pro/Antioxidant). We analysed genotypic data of 1,089 unrelated nonagenarians 

from the Danish 1905 Cohort and 736 middle-aged controls by SNPsyn and Multi-Dimensional 

Reduction (MDR) approach, looking for synergic interactions associated with longevity both intra 

and inter-pathways. We found three best combinations (FDR<0.0001) of SNPs associated with 

longevity: IGF1R-rs12437963/PTPN1-rs6067484, TP53-rs2078486/ERCC2-rs50871, respectively 

from IIS and DNA-repair pathways, and TXNRD1-rs17202060/TP53-rs2078486, the last supporting a 

concerted activation of DNA-repair and Pro-Antioxidant mechanisms in longevity, mediated by 

TP53. In addition, we confirmed previous association with longevity for GHSR gene, here interacting 

with partners from IIS and DNA repair (PAPPA, PTPN1, PARK7, MRE11A). Overall, these results 

suggest SNP-SNP interactions analyses as valuable tool for investigating the genetics of human 

longevity, confirming previously identified markers but also pointing to new genes, central nodes in 

additional networks involved in this complex trait. 
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Fragile-X Syndrome represents the most common form of hereditary mental retardation. 

The dFmr1 gene is the Drosophila homolog of the human gene (Fmr1) involved in the 

syndrome (Jin & Warren, 2000).  dFmr1 mutant flies exhibit defects in neuronal structure 

and function, behavior, and germline development, resembling those observed in patients.  

Recently we have defined the role of dFmr1 in the gonads revealing that it can be 

considered a bona fide member of the piRNA-pathway,  (Bozzetti et al, 2015).  

One of the crucial points that we have recently addressed is the potential role of the 

piRNA-mediated silencing of the transposable elements in the nervous system. We have 

analyzed the transcription of specific transposons in the nervous system and we have some 

interesting data showing tha activation of specific TEs in this tissue.  

We have also investigated on the genetic and physical interaction of dFmr1 with three 

known piRNA genes, armitage, hsp83 and belle, (Cook et al, 2004; Specchia et al, 2010; 

Lo et al, 2016) in the gonads and in the nervous system looking at the rescue of gonadal 

and neurological dFmr1 mutant phenotypes, with interesting results. In order to identify 

specific interactors in the gonads of dFmr1, we performed a mass spectrometry experiment 

on the products of the dFmr1-IP. Our preliminary results demonstrate that the dFmr1-

associated proteins, in ovaries and testes, are different and we will validate some of the 

identified interactors. 

Our data confirm that the Drosophila is a good model to dissect the molecular role of 

dFmr1 and open novel perspectives for the understanding of the molecular mechanisms 

underlined the severe neurological phenotypes of the Fragile X patients. 
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Mitochondrial disorders are defined as clinical entities associated with defects of oxidative 

phosphorylation, which are ultimately genetically determined. During the last decade, an 

increasing number of nuclear genetic defects have been identified causing mitochondrial 

DNA (mtDNA) depletion syndromes (MDS), either through the accumulation of deletions 

or through a reduction in mtDNA copy number. Mutations in MPV17 are a prominent cause 

of hepatocerebral MDS, accounting for about 50% of the cases. In D. melanogaster, Mpv17 

encodes a small hydrophobic mitochondrial inner membrane (IM) protein of 176 amino 

acids and its down-regulation causes a profound mitochondrial DNA depletion in fat 

bodies. We demonstrated that dMpv17 is a part of a high molecular weight complex and 

could interact with dMic19, a component of the MICOS complex. The impairment of 

mitochondrial morphology in dMpv17 KD cells together with the interaction with Mic19 

could suggest a possible role for dMpv17 in the maintenance of the structural and 

functional stability of the IM. We are also studying the ortholog of APOPT1 in flies. 

Mutations in this gene are responsible for an infantile or childhood mitochondrial 

encephalopathy hallmarked by profound deficiencies in both COX activity and amount. 

dApopt1 KD flies showed an impairment of the locomotor activity and a COX deficiency 

such as in human disease. Moreover, dApopt1 expression is induced by oxidative stress. 

However, the link between dApopt1 and complex IV remains still unknown. 
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Unlimitedly proliferating cells need to acquire the telomere DNA maintenance 

mechanism (TMM) to counteract possible shortening through multiple rounds of replication 

and segregation of linear chromosomes. Considering the role of telomere length in cell 

survival, most human tumors (80- 85%) maintain their telomeres expressing telomerase, 

whereas the other ones (15-20%) utilize the Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres (ALT) 

pathway. It is suggested that ALT is based on homologous recombination between telomere 

repetitive DNAs at sister chromatids or extrachromosomal telomere repeats (ECTR) level. 

However, if telomerase-operating mechanism is well known, the molecular details of ALT 

remain poorly understood.  

Introducing that ALT is known as a TMM only in cancer cells, different studies 

showed some ALT markers in normal mammalian somatic cells. In addition previous study 

proved that High- and Low-LET ionizing radiations (protons and X-rays) are able to 

modulate telomere length at 24 hours and 15 days after exposure, in human primary 

fibroblasts. This result provided the first evidence of an ALT mechanism inside normal, not 

immortalized and telomerase negative cells.  

Considering the important role of telomere maintenance in tumor cells but even more 

in normal cells, we focused on mechanism responsible of telomere length modulation 

induced by X- rays in human primary fibroblasts. Furthermore, since X-rays irradiation is 

able to induce an indirect damage effect on DNA due to ROS induction we studied 

oxidative stress as a possible cause of telomere modulation.  
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Human dyskerin is a multifunctional nucleolar protein whose deficiency causes the X-

linked dyskeratosis congenita disease. Dyskerin, by associating with other core proteins and 

H/ ACA small nucleolar RNAs, participates in diverse ribonucloprotein complexes 

involved in rRNA processing and site-specific pseudouridylation of rRNA, snRNAs and 

mRNAs. In addition, this protein is a component of the active telomerase holoenzyme 

involved in telomere maintenance. This work aimed to characterize the telomerase-

independent effects triggered by dyskerin depletion in human cells; at this purpose we used 

two stable, colon carcinoma (RKO) and osteosarcoma (U2OS), cell lines generated in our 

laboratory and expressing a short hairpin RNA (shRNA) able to trigger an inducible 

silencing of the dyskerin-coding gene DKC1. By using these cellular systems, it was 

possible to analyse the events occurring immediately following dyskerin knockdown, in a 

very short time frame (1-3 cell doublings), well before the eventual occurrence of telomere 

erosion. With this approach, we found that dyskerin downregulation causes cytoskeletal 

remodelling providing novel insights into the comprehension of molecular mechanisms 

underlying the congenital disease. 
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In mammalian epidermis, the junctional zone (JZ) is the crossroads at which the 

interfollicular epidermis, hair follicle and sebaceous gland (SG) meet. It is known to 

contain stem cells, but the mechanism controlling their differentiation along the diverse, 

and spatially distinct, epidermal lineages is completely unknown. We integrated 

transcriptomic data from epidermis under homeostatic conditions and following in vivo 

lineage perturbation to infer functions of transcription factors (TF) in lineage commitment. 

Our computational strategy predicted that Gata6 expression would specify lineage selection 

within the SG. A combination of in vivo and in vitro approaches validated Gata6 as a 

commitment factor for the SG duct lineage and identified a TF network controlled by Gata6 

that specifies differentiation into sebocytes via Ar (Androgen Receptor) and sebaceous duct 

cells via Blimp1. Genetic labeling of differentiated Gata6+ duct cells during wound healing 

revealed an unexpected cellular plasticity and acquisition of stem cell properties. Our study 

highlights the structural and functional complexity of the JZ/SG niche. 
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Amyloidosis involves a group of diseases caused by altered plasma proteins that accumulate, forming 

amyloid deposits, in different organs and tissues such as the peripheral nervous system, heart, 

thyroid, kidneys, and the gastrointestinal tract. The most frequent amyloidosis is the familial 

amyloidotic polyneuropathy (FAP), a progressive neuropathy with specific clinical features caused 

by an altered transthyretin (TTR) protein, which prevalently affects the peripheral nervous system 

with onset in adulthood and high mortality. It is related to an altered TTR plasma protein, mainly 

produced by the liver and responsible for amyloid deposit in the peripheral nervous system. SNPs in 

the TTR gene were associated with FAP, and the G>C mutation in the 109th codon (GAG vs CAG 

determining the E109Q substitution) was previously described in Sicily (Italy). Here, we show on a 

sicilian family, with several subjects affected by FAP related to the E109Q mutation, a somatic 

mosaicism with the reversion to normality of the G>C mutation. This event seems to be due to a rare, 

post-zygotic interallelic gene conversion with the wild-type allele serving as a donor. Further 

investigations will be necessary to better understand the molecular basis of this phenomenon, and 

could help determine if this can be induced in a targeted manner in the context of natural gene 

therapy to treat TTR-related FAP patients, as previously proposed for other diseases 
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PRUNE-1 biallelic mutations were found in several individuals in extended families around 

the world (including Italy) affected by PEHO syndrome (MIM#260565) with severe delays 

in brain (microcephaly) and cerebellum development (Zollo et al,2017; Salpietro et 

al,2017).These mutations mapped in the catalytic domains of Prune-1 and enhanced its 

exopolyphosphatase (PPase/PPX) activity. Mutated Prune-1 proteins have an increased 

ability to hydrolyze tetraphosphates (P4,as natural substrates) and acquire the hypermorphic 

function to hydrolyze GTP, with a newly discovered GTPase-activity. Prune-1 can bind and 

colocalize with Microtubules MT on mitotic-spindle. We found mutated Prune-1 proteins to 

delay the MT-polymerization in-vitro and in primary-fibroblasts. These alterations result in 

mitotic defects (lagging-chromosomes, cytokinesis failure and micronuclei) and impaired 

cell proliferation and migration.We also found that activated-NDPK-A protein (Prune-1-

binding-partner) binds MT and colocalizes on mitotic-spindle. The addition of both Prune-1 

and NDPK-A purified proteins to tubulins increases MT-polymerization only in presence of 

wt-Prune-1. These findings suggest Prune-1/NDPK-A complex with a crucial role on MT-

dynamics during mitosis in developing brain and cerebellum, where the proteins are known 

to be overexpressed (Carotenuto et al,2008). Studies in Drosophila mutants will clarify their 

mechanism of action. We identified two non toxic molecules with the ability to decrease 

these new/augmented activities of mutated Prune-1 and to rescue the proliferation defects in 

primary fibroblasts. These results put the ground for therapeutic application in man as the 

drug being recently remonstrated not toxic at 1000 times at the higher dose of efficacy in 

mice. A mouse model with D106N and D30N mutations are under development to study 

and to make the first trial to treat the disease.  
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Understanding how the genetic potential of an organism translates into its phenotype 

is a fundamental challenge in biology. Genome sequence information alone falls short in 

providing a dynamic and functional perspective on the real working scheme of a cell. 

Computational methods, such as constraint-based metabolic modelling (CBMM), are often 

used to bridge this knowledge gap. CBMM consists in the use of a mathematical 

representation of metabolism to perform genome-scale simulations and predict metabolic 

features at the cell level. This approach is rapidly expanding, as it combines reliable 

predictive abilities with conceptually simple frameworks. Among the possible outcomes of 

CBMM, the capability to i) guide a focused planning of metabolic engineering experiments 

and ii) provide a systems level understanding of (single or community-level) microbial 

metabolic circuits also represent primary aims in present-day microbiology. We will briefly 

introduce the theoretical formulation behind CBMM and then review the most recent and 

effective study-cases in microbes and microbial communities. These will include the use of 

CBMM for simulating growth in a nutritionally complex environment and the integration of 

gene expression data for generating of context-specific metabolic reconstruction. Also, 

emerging challenges and possibilities in the use of such methodologies in 

microbiology/biotechnology will be discussed. 
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Comparative genomics and transcriptomics studies are progressively revealing a 

highly complex repertoire of receptors and effector molecules in many invertebrate animals 

devoid of an adaptive immune system. Innate defence mechanisms enable the host to cope 

with challenging habitats and to efficiently manage potential pathogens. The diversification 

of immune-related gene-encoded molecules in marine filter-feeding mussels of the genus 

Mytilus has been already documented, with clear evidence of massive gene family 

expansion events, but so far little attention has been paid to inter-individual sequence 

variability. 

Thanks to the whole genome resequencing of 15 mussel specimens we can now report that 

mussels display an extraordinary heterozygosity rate, which reflects structural 

polymorphisms at the chromosomal level and often result in presence/absence gene 

variability. Strikingly, these intra-specific differences are not randomly distributed and they 

more frequently target gene families encoding PRRs and antimicrobial effectors. Although 

these observations shed some light on the tolerance of mussels to biotic and abiotic 

challenges, the mechanisms which allow the maintenance of such a high intraspecific 

diversity and their relationship with the complex evolutionary history and large effective 

population size of this species remain to be established. 
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 Mitochondrial disorders (MD) are a group of rare clinically heterogeneous 

conditions, due to an impairment in the process of oxidative phosphorylation, responsible 

for the synthesis of ATP. 

MD may manifest at any age and in virtually any organ, although brain, skeletal muscle, 

liver and heart are most frequently involved because of their high-energy demand 

(mitochondrial encephalo-cardio-myopathies). Actually for these diseases no proven 

effective therapies exist. 

For the current project we have taken advantage of specific models of MD in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, previously characterized in our laboratory. The human 

pathological mutations studied are relative to the genes MPV17, ANT1, POLG, and 

PANK2. The aim of the project is evaluating the effects of thousands of chemical substance 

in these yeast experimental models, to identify molecules with beneficial effects on specific 

MD or with a general positive influence on mitochondrial functioning. For this aim we 

adopted an extensive genetic screening of drugs, called Drug Drop Test, in yeast models. 

The identified molecules were further characterized in yeast in order to better understand 

their impact on mitochondrial functionality. The confirmation of the positive preliminary 

data obtained in this study could lead to new pharmacological approaches for MD.  
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DNA methylation, which is modulated by environmental factors, plays a key role in 

determining physiological changes over lifetime. Evidences have been reported that 

methylation patterns exhibit tissue specificity, but not much is known about how 

environmental factor affect the methylation at different tissues. We examined global DNA 

methylation profile in heart, liver, kidney, blood, brain, lung, vessel from differently-aged 

rats and evaluated their association with nutrition.  

Methylation levels were quantified by ELISA in two groups of rats of 27, 36 and 96 weeks 

fed by a standard and low-calorie diet, respectively. Among the rats fed with standard diet, 

aging associated tissue-specific epigenetic variations were observed, with a hyper-

methylation of all tissues except liver. On the other hand, low-calorie diet administered in 

the six months after weaning (27 weeks), induces hyper- and hypo-methylation in heart and 

lung, respectively, while no remarkable changes were observed in other tissues. At 36 

weeks, the effects of six-months low-calorie diet are appreciable only in liver and brain, in 

which a hyper-methylation was observed. Conversely, a great variability among tissues is 

detected at 96 weeks. Indeed, we observed a hyper-methylation in blood, a hypo-

methylation in heart, kidney, brain, lung and vessel, but no changes in the liver. 

Therefore, modulation of global DNA methylation may be among the mechanisms by 

which calorie restriction influences the aging process. 
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YB-1 is considered a bonafide oncogene. It is a member of the cold shock proteins 

and was first identified as a DNA binding protein interacting with the Y-box motif 

present in the MHC classe II gene. Human YB-1 contains 324 amino acids. Its structure 

might be subdivided into three domains: the N-terminal domain (1-51 residues) rich in 

Alanine and Proline, the central CSD (52-129) conserved from bacteria to human and 

the long C-terminal domain (130-324) containing positive and negative charged clusters 

of amino acids.  

Since a number of functions have been assigned to YB-1, its subcellular 

localization has to be finely regulated. Specific nuclear export (NES), nuclear 

localization (NLS) and cytoplasmic retention signals (CRS) contribute and direct the 

multifunctional tasking of YB-1. Recent studies link YB-1 with chronic and 

inflammatory kidney disease. In human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293T), YB-1 is 

widely diffused in cytoplasm where it can be found in structures referred to as GW/P-

bodies. Upon oxidative stress, we found that YB-1 strictly colocalizes with PABP1 

protein to Stress Granules (SGs) where it is known to participate to pro-survival mRNA 

translational reprogramming. Our preliminary data suggest that oxidative stress reduces 

the amount of cytoplasmic YB-1 and enhances the level of extracellular YB-1. 

Experiments performed with purified or recombinant YB-1 protein suggest a role for 

YB-1 as a paracrine signal involving the NFKB molecular network.  
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The human DKC1gene encodes dyskerin, a highly conserved nuclear protein whose 

overexpression represents a common trait of many types of aggressive sporadic cancers. 

Dyskerin is a key component of the nuclear H/ACA snoRNP complexes, and is involved in 

a variety of essential processes, including telomere maintenance, splicing efficiency, 

ribosome biogenesis, snoRNAs stabilization and stress response.  

Although multiple minor dyskerin splicing isoforms have been identified, their functions 

still remain to be defined. We have investigated in more detail the biological roles of a 

truncated dyskerin isoform that lacks the C-terminal nuclear localization signal and shows a 

prevalent cytoplasmic localization. Intriguingly, several lines of evidence indicated that this 

dyskerin variant can boost energy metabolism and improve respiration, ultimately 

conferring a ROS adaptive response and a growth advantage to cells. These results reveal 

an unexpected involvement of DKC1 in redox metabolism, highlighting a previously 

underscored role in the regulation of cell homeostasis. Furthermore, our findings suggest 

novel mechanisms by which DKC1 overexpression might contribute to cancer 

aggressiveness, particularly in cancer cell types known to synthesize ATP mainly through 

mitochondrial respiration. 
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Double minutes (dmin) are circular, extrachromosomal vehicles of gene amplification 

in leukemia. The underlying mechanism leading to formation of dmin, as well as their 

structure and function, remain mysterious. We combined a range of high-resolution 

genomic methods to investigate the architecture and expression pattern of dmin harboring 

amplicons of the MYC gene in 23 cases of acute myeloid leukemia (AML). This revealed 

that different MYC-dmin architectures coexisted within the same leukemic cell population, 

indicating a step-wise evolution rather than a single event of origin such as chromothripsis. 

Our conclusions were supported by evidences at DNA sequence and copy number state 

poorly matching chromothripsis criteria. Furthermore, we found that dmin could evolve 

towards ring chromosomes stabilized by neocentromeres. Surprisingly, genes amplified in 

dmin (mainly PVT1) frequently participated in fusion transcripts lacking a corresponding 

DNA template. We also detected a significant over-expression of the circular RNA of PVT1 

(circPVT1) in AML with dmin versus AML with a normal karyotype. Our results showed 

that amplicons carried by dmin in AML are surprisingly plastic DNA structures with an 

unexpected association to novel fusion transcripts and circular RNAs. 
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Embryonic stem cells (ESC) are a fascinating system because of their unlimited 

developmental potential. NF-Y is a trimeric CCAAT-binding factor, composed of NF-YA, 

NF-YB and NF-YC. In particular, NF-YA exists in two different isoforms –long and short 

– that differ for 28 aminoacids coded by Exon 3. During mESC differentiation, such as 

cardiac differentiation through embryoid bodies formation, the short isoform drops and the 

long one becomes expressed. We showed that the short plays a crucial role in maintaining 

mESC stemness potential and that it belongs to the circuitry of core mESC transcription 

factors. We overexpressed the two isoforms and the resulting stable clones confirmed that 

the two proteins regulate and activate different gene expression programs. NF-YA short is 

able to sustain stemness after withdrawal of LIF, while the long isoform induces the 

expression of some differentiation genes. We took advantage of Crispr-Cas9 technique to 

delete Exon 3, combining the use of Cas9 Nickase and 4 different gRNA guides in order to 

obtain a clean deletion. Homozygous clones were isolated, expressing only the short NF-

YA at the protein level, as expected. Preliminary data confirm that the short isoform is 

involved in stemness control after withdrawal of LIF. Moreover, deleted clones induced to 

differentiate show a delay in the expression of ectodermal and endodermal genes. As we 

are further characterizing these clones, we expect to reach a better understanding of the NF-

YA-driven molecular mechanisms that lead to the expansion of ES cells.  
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The extent of conservation of synteny and gene order in aphids has been previously 

investigated only by comparing a small subset of linkage groups between the pea aphid 

Acyrthosiphon pisum and few other aphid species. Here we compared the localization of 

eight A. pisum scaffolds (covering 5,3 Mb and 83 genes) in respect to the fly Drosophila 

melanogaster Muller elements identifying orthologous loci spanning all the four A. pisum 

chromosomes (as evidenced by FISH experiments).  

Comparison of the genetic maps revealed that the gene order is not conserved, but a 

macroscale synteny is present across different loci suggesting that the study of the fly 

Muller elements could favour the identification of chromosomal markers useful for the 

study of chromosomal rearrangements in aphids.  

The presence of chromosomal portions with homology between aphids and Diptera is 

particularly relevant in view of the holocentric nature of the aphid chromosomes, 

suggesting that, although holocentrism could favour local rearrangement, the overall gene 

content of the chromosomes is not altered. 

A. pisum is the first aphid species to have its genome sequenced and it has been 

suggested a substantial synteny of gene order and orientation with other Aphidinae so that 

the finding of several chromosomal regions in synteny between Diptera and Hemiptera 

indicates that the genomic tools developed in A. pisum will be broadly useful also for the 

study of other aphid species of relevant agricultural interest.  
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Recently, several insect genomes have been published, but most of them lack any 

information regarding the mapping of identified scaffolds, making impossible to evaluate 

both the presence of chromosomal rearrangements and sinteny among different taxa. Data 

regarding the chromosomal localization of the annotated genes could be, for instance, 

extremely relevant for the understanding of the evolution of the sex chromosomes and the 

sex determining system, a topic of great interest for pest crop insects.  

Here we mapped 30 Mb of the Aphis glycines genome (whose genome sequencing has 

been recently completed) and compared the localization of the annotated genes to the 

genetic maps of the fly Drosophila melanogaster identifying orthologous loci spanning all 

the four A. glycines chromosomes. A. glycines is the first aphid species to have its genome, 

at least partially, mapped. The identification of several chromosome-specific markers will 

improve our possibility to explain the different physiological properties of A. glycines 

biotypes that currently represent a serious source of damages for soybean cultures in USA. 

Indeed, A. glycines, as usual in aphids, possesses holocentric chromosomes that lack the 

primary constriction and cannot be banded with the traditional cytogenetic techniques so 

that the identification of chromosomal markers is essential for the proper investigation of 

the effects of the chromosomal rearrangements on aphid phenotypes. 
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To date, over 1,500 different APC pathogenic mutations have been identified 

in colonic polyposis patients, including: nonsense or small deletions/insertions that 

lead to a truncated protein; large allelic deletions; abnormal ratio of mRNA isoforms; 

reduced/absent expression from one allele; deep intronic sequence changes. A small 

fraction of families has been associated with germline defects involving the 5' region 

of APC that contains two promoters,  1A and 1B. We identified a deletion 

encompassing the 1B promoter in a proband from a large polyposis family traced 

back six generations to a couple married in 1797; polyposis was reported in three out 

of six branches descending from the founding couple. We mapped the deletion by 

combining Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Amplification, array-CGH, long-

range PCR and DNA sequencing. By Single Nucleotide Primer Extension on RNA 

from blood of the deletion carrier, we could demonstrate APC monoallelic expression. 

Following the design of “diagnostic” primers, we extended the analysis to the 

proband’s family members, as well as to members of two additional polyposis 

families originating from the same area (Tuscany). DNA was available for 16 

individuals from the three families: the same 1B promoter deletion was identified in 

the 9 individuals with polyposis and was excluded in the 7 healthy subjects. Taken 

together, these observations point to a founder effect of the above APC promoter 1B 

deletion in Italy. 
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Drosophila telomeres are maintained by transposition to chromosome ends of 

specialized retroelements rather than telomerase activity. Fly telomeres are capped by the 

terminin complex that localizes and functions exclusively at telomeres, and by a number of 

non-terminin proteins that do not serve telomere-specific functions. pendolino (peo), 

encodes a non-terminin protein homologous to the E2 variant ubiquitin-conjugating 

enzymes. peo mutants exhibit frequent telomeric fusions (TFs) that preferentially involve 

the heterochromatin-associated telomeres (the Y, XR and 4th chromosome telomeres). In 

peo mutants both DNA synthesis and PCNA recruitment are compromised. In addition, 

mutations in peo strongly reduce di- and tri-methylation at lysine 9 (K9) of histone H3 in 

both heterochromatin and telomeres. Double mutants for Su(var)3-9
6
,
 
a viable mutant allele 

in the histone H3 metyltransferase (HMTase) coding gene, and the peo
h 

allele, which is also 

viable, die during embryogenesis. In addition, mutations in Su(var)3-9, dominantly enhance 

the TF frequency in peo mutants. This effect is specific, because mutations in the other 

Drosophila HMTases coding genes, G9a and eggless (egg), do not genetically interact with 

mutations in peo. These results implicate for the first time H3K9 methylation in Drosophila 

telomere maintenance. We propose that when reduction of H3K9 methylation at telomeres 

falls below a critical threshold, telomeric DNA replication is severely disturbed resulting in 

the formation of fusigenic lesions at chromosome ends. Because methylated H3K9 is 

particularly enriched in heterochromatin, we also envisage that heterochromatin-associated 

telomeres accumulate more fusigenic lesions than their euchromatin-associated 

counterparts.   
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The Mediterranean fruitfly Ceratitis capitata (medfly) and the olive fruitfly Bactrocera 

oleae are agricultural pests of high economic impact. Here we report the successful 

adaptation of CRISPR-Cas9-based gene disruption in both species, a technology that can 

lead to alternative species-specific control approaches. Gene disruption was achieved by 

injecting in vitro pre-assembled, solubilized Cas9 ribonucleoprotein complexes (RNPs) 

loaded with gene-specific single guide RNAs (sgRNA) into early embryos. When targeting 

the eye pigmentation gene white eye (we), a high rate of somatic mosaicism in surviving G0 

adults was observed in both species. In a more extensive study in the medfly we targeted 

both the white and the segmentation paired genes; subsequently, we followed the 

transmission of the induced mutations in the next generation and sequenced the 

corresponding mutated alleles (Meccariello et al., Sci. Rep. 2017, accepted). 

We also targeted medfly transformer, the key female determining gene with the ability to 

autoregulate, in a way similar to Sex-lethal in Drosophila. We injected Cas9-sgRNA RNPs 

into Ceratitis female-only XX embryos which developed into G0 adult XX flies, with up to 

50% presenting a complete masculinized phenotype and exclusively a male-specific Cctra 

splicing pattern. However, Cctra DNA sequence analysis revealed a lack of gene editing 

events in both G0 and G1 progenies. We reasoned that Cctra transcription was transiently 

suppressed by an unplanned CRISPR interference (CRISPRi), usually achieved by a 

defective Cas9 variant (dCas9) unable to cut DNA. This unexpected CRISPRi seems to 

have caused a masculinization of XX embryos by a transient biallelic gene transcriptional 

silencing rather than biallelic DNA mutations. We propose that, similarly to dCas9, a wild 

type Cas9 protein can cause CRISPR interference in autoregulated genes that are required 

very early during embryogenesis. 
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Gene flow is expected to prevent divergence between populations. Divergence with 

gene flow can nonetheless occur, but the underlying ecological processes and the frequency 

of such events are yet to be exactly characterised. To contribute to address these issues, we 

have tested for the presence of gene flow in a pair of phylogenetically related, but 

ecologically divergent, tree species of the Virola genus (Myristicaceae, the nutmeg family). 

Seven nuclear SSRs and two cpDNA sequences were used to infer interspecific 

evolutionary relationships among the bottomland-dwelling V. surinamensis versus hilltop-

dwelling V. kwatae. We assessed the amount of genetic divergence and estimated the extent 

of interspecific gene flow by a combination of approaches based on conventional F-

statistics, Bayesian assignment and coalescent ABC modelling. Despite marked ecological 

divergence, our results indicate that V. surinamensis and V. kwatae have been connected by 

gene flow, either continuously or through secondary contact, since their divergence. The 

existence of a third species, V. michelii, ecologically closer to V. kwatae, but 

phylogenetically divergent from the V. kwatae / V. surinamensis pair, and not exchanging 

genes with either species on the long term, suggests that evolutionary radiation with habitat 

divergence in the presence of gene flow has occurred in the Virola genus, or that 

alternatively ecological and genetic divergence is maintained notwithstanding secondary 

contact. 
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The contribution of the transposons’ promoter in the horizontal transfer process is 

poorly understood and quite overlooked in the scientific literature. To shed light on this 

aspect, we have mimicked the horizontal transfer process in laboratory and assayed the 

promoter activity of the 5’ terminal sequences of Bari1 and Bari3, two Drosophila 

transposons belonging to the Tc1-mariner superfamily, in a wide range of hosts cells (fly, 

human, yeast and bacteria). These sequences are able to drive the transcription of a reporter 

gene, even in distantly related organisms at least at the episomal level. By combining 

bioinformatics and experimental approaches, we have defined the sub-sequences that allow 

transcriptional activity in prokaryotes and eukaryotes respectively. We propose that the 

Bari family of transposons, and possibly other members of the Tc1-mariner superfamily, 

might have evolved “blurry promoters”, which have facilitated their diffusion in many 

living organisms through horizontal transfer. Besides their importance toward a complete 

understanding of the  biology and ecology of transposable elements, these findings are also 

relevant in the field of genetic engineering, due to their possible applications in the 

construction of multi-host expression vectors. 
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Multidrug resistance (MDR) efflux pumps of the RND family are responsible of 

antibiotic resistance in Gram-negative bacteria. Their genomes often contain several copies 

of different classes of MDRs, and gene duplication and the consequent assumption of new 

functions by the duplicate copies is key for the expansion of drug-resistance.  

To understand how these events affect antibiotic resistance, we provide here 

computational and experimental evidence on the evolution and functional diversification of 

two members of the RND superfamily in Burkholderia.  

We assessed the conservation and distribution of these two systems together with 

their regulation mechanisms. This information was then used to design and perform genetic 

manipulation of these strains aimed at identifying both the substrate range of these 

transporters and their eventual interchangeability. The possible role of antibiotics in the 

activation of expression of these systems was also evaluated, through a direct evolution 

experiment combined with NGS. 

Our results indicate that the first step to diversify the functions of these pumps arises 

from changes in their regulation (subfunctionalization) instead of functional mutations. 

Further, these pumps could rewire their regulation to respond to antibiotics, thus 

maintaining a high genomic plasticity.  
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Insects are among the largest taxonomic animal groups on Earth, with some being 

disease vectors and agricultural pests. In these cases, their interactions with humans can be 

harmful and the study of their lifecycle opens new chances to develop and/or to improve 

eco-sustainable control strategies, alternative to pesticides, such as the Sterile Insect 

Technique (SIT). Reproduction and sex determination are crucial aspects to understand 

insect biology. We developed a multidisciplinary approach to study three Italian pest 

species such as the Leishmania vector Phlebotomus perniciosus (Diptera; Psychodidae) the 

Asian tiger mosquito Aedes albopictus (Diptera; Culicidae) and the American tobacco flea 

beetle Epitrix hirtipennis (Coleoptera, Chrysomelidae). Briefly, our approach consists on 

field sampling of adults and monitoring of local populations (including geo-tagging of 

sampled individuals); pooled Illumina RNA-seq and transcriptome assembly for gene 

discovery; and variant calling for SNPs identification. We fully reconstructed the sex 

determination regulative cascade in P. perniciosus and identified key sex determining genes 

in A. albopictus and E. hirtipennis. Furthermore, we identified target genes for population 

control in E. hirtipennis. Finally, by A. albopictus population monitoring on the Procida 

Island (Campania), involving local citizens, we produced baseline data to apply for the first 

time on a Mediterranean island the SIT against this species, planned for the next year. 
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Species belonging to the genus Equus are an unprecedented model for the analysis of 

mammalian centromere birth, evolution and complete maturation. Indeed, an exceedingly 

high number of centromere repositioning events occurred during their evolution leading to 

the formation of immature centromeres void of satellite DNA (1 in the horse and 16 in the 

donkey) (Wade et al Science 2009; Piras et al PLoS Genet 2010; Purgato et al Chromosoma 

2015; unpublished results).   

The main epigenetic mark of centromere function is the modified H3, CENP-A. 

Moreover, a centromere specific balance between heterochromatic and euchromatic histone 

modifications characterises the centromere of all eukaryotes. We defined the epigenetic 

environment of horse and donkey centromeres via double immune-fluorescence with anti-

CENP-A antibodies and antibodies directed against different histone modification. All 

centromeres are embedded in a heterochromatic environment, but in some cases a very faint 

fluorescence signal is present. We then wondered if the absence of satellite DNA at some 

centromeres could explain this observation. Here we show the results of immuno-FISH 

experiments demonstrating that satellite-less equid centromeres are embedded in a 

heterochromatic environment, but the amount of heterochromatin is much lower than that 

observed at canonical centromeres. We propose that heterochromatic marks may be 

required for centromere seeding and functioning.  
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The human RNASET2 gene has been recently reported by our lab as a tumor 

suppressor gene in an in vivo xenograft-based murine model of human ovarian cancer. 

RNASET2 encodes for an evolutionarily conserved and pleiotropic extracellular RNase 

whose secretion by cancer cells in the tumor microenvironment has been shown to promote 

tumor suppression. Such onco-suppressive role is carried out by RNASET2-mediated 

recruitment into the tumor microenvironment of M1-polarized macrophages. Besides this 

non-cell autonomous role, we recently reported a cell-autonomous function for this gene, 

which points to RNASET2 as a stress-response gene affecting cancer cell adhesion and 

migration by robust cytoskeletal remodeling.  

In this study, we turned to human breast cancer as an experimental models and found  

a clear trend for RNASET2 up regulation in the more differentiated human mammary gland 

cellular components. Strikingly, a panel of in vitro assays in RNASET2-engineered human 

breast cancer-derived MCF7 cell line showed a clear role for this gene in the suppression of 

several cancer-related parameters. Moreover, both the assembly and gene expression 

pattern of mammospheres in 3D cell culture conditions turned to be affected by RNASET2 

overexpression in this cell culture model. Preliminary data obtained in an independent 3D 

model of mammary carcinogenesis (mammary breast organoids) further suggested the role 

of RNASET2 in a key step of mammary gland morphogenesis and differentiation. 
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The H19/IGF2 Intergenic Differentially Methylated Region (IG-DMR) controls the 

reciprocal imprinting of the H19 and IGF2 genes that is necessary for normal development 

in human and mouse species. Methylation abnormalities of the IG-DMR alter H19/IGF2 

imprinting and result in Beckwith-Wiedemann Syndrome (BWS) or Silver-Russell 

Syndrome (SRS) depending on the parental chromosome involved. We have previously 

identified partial H19/IGF2 IG-DMR deletions that impair the binding of the transcription 

factor CTCF and cause gain of methylation in cis on maternal transmission in BWS cases. 

A recent report has described new H19/IGF2 IG-DMR deletions that are, however, 

associated with loss of methylation and SRS on paternal transmission. In order to unravel 

the molecular mechanism underlying these different phenotypes, we have compared the 

binding of CTCF and ZFP57 - a transcription factor associated with imprinted DNA 

methylation - to the different mutations. Our results indicate that multiple ZFP57 binding 

sites are needed to preserve DNA methylation of the H19/IGF2 IG-DMR, highlighting the 

importance of different transcription factor binding for the maintenance of differential 

DNA methylation of the imprinting control regions.   
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It is unclear whether Indo-European languages in Europe spread from the Pontic 

steppes in the late Neolithic, or from Anatolia in the early Neolithic.  Under the former 

hypothesis, people of the Globular Amphorae Culture (GAC) would be descended from 

Eastern ancestors, likely representing the Yamnaya Culture. However, nuclear (6 

individuals typed for 597,573 SNPs) and mitochondrial (11 complete sequences) DNAs 

from the GAC appear closer to those of earlier Neolithic groups than to the DNAs of all 

other populations related with the Pontic steppe migration. Explicit comparisons of 

alternative demographic models via Approximate Bayesian Computation confirmed this 

pattern. These results are not in contrast with Late Neolithic gene flow from the Pontic 

steppes into Central Europe. However, they add nuance to this model, showing that the 

eastern affinities of the GAC in the archaeological record reflect cultural influences from 

other groups from the East, rather than movement of people. 
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Myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1; MIM#160900) is the most common muscular 

dystrophy in adults caused by a (CTG)n expansion in 3’ untranslated region (UTR) of the 

Dystrophia Myotonica Protein Kinase (DMPK) gene. DNA repair mechanisms, especially 

Mismatch repair (MMR) and Base Excision Repair (BER), have been hypothesized to 

notably contribute to the DM1 pathogenesis. Moreover, recent studies documented an 

increased risk of neoplasm in DM1 patients similar to Lynch syndrome,  where mutations 

in MMR genes have been found. To investigate the response of different repair systems in 

DM1 cells, we treated DM1 fibroblasts with H2O2 (MMR and BER mechanisms) and 

expose them to X-rays (Non Homologous End Joining - NHEJ repair). We demonstrated 

that DM1 cells show a baseline high number of Abnormal Nuclear Morphology (ANMs) 

and we observed a significant increase of AMNs frequency after H2O2 treatment (48h and 

72h), greater than that observed in control fibroblasts. These observations suggest a 

dysfunctional MMR and/or BER mechanisms in DM1 cells, confirmed also by preliminary 

results obtained by gene expression analysis. On the other hand, the similar increase of 

chromosome breaks and translocation frequencies 24h after X-rays treatment in both DM1 

and control cells suggests that NHEJ is not involved in this pathology. Furthermore, also 

oxidative stress (OS) levels were measured in DM1 cells, in order to evaluate its contribute 

to disease progression. 
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During the evolution of flowering plants, bilateral symmetry of flowers has occurred 

many times in different lineages. In the model species Anthirrinum majus, flower dorso-

ventral symmetry is established through the expression of two TCP (CYC and DICH) and 

three MYB transcription factors (RAD, DIV, and DRIF). 

In orchids, a plant family characterized by bilaterally symmetric flowers, the genetic 

basis of floral symmetry is unknown. We isolated the orthologs of the DIV, RAD and DRIF 

genes of A. majus in Orchis italica, a wild Mediterranean orchid species. In the 

zygomorphic perianth O. italica, the orthologs of DIV and DRIF are expressed in all 

tissues, whereas RAD is mainly expressed in the outer tepals and lip. This expression 

profile suggests the existence of an evolutionary conserved model of gene interaction 

between distantly related species (O. italica and A. majus) to determine the bilateral 

symmetry of the flower. Yeast two hybrid screening has revealed that the DRIF protein of 

O. italica is able to interact with RAD and DIV, whereas DIV and RAD do not directly 

interact with one another, as observed in A. majus. The expression pattern and protein 

interaction of the DIV, RAD and DRIF orthologs support the model, conserved between A. 

majus and O. italica, where RAD competes with DIV to bind DRIF, thus preventing the 

formation of the DIV-DRIF complex and the consequent activation of the ventralization 

genes. 
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 Activation of wild type p53 by the small molecule MDM2 inhibitor Nutlin can 

result in a combination of cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. The relative proportion of these 

events is difficult to predict, leaving uncertainty as to Nutlin potential therapeutic benefits. 

We studied translational control by means of polysomal profiling in two distinct p53 wild 

type cell lines, SJSA1 and HCT116, of which only the first undergoes robust cell death in 

response to Nutlin treatment. While both cell cycle and apoptotic p53 target genes are 

coordinated in their transcription and translation in both cell lines, there is little overlap 

among mRNAs that are modulated only at the level of relative polysome association. We 

establish Nutlin-induced apoptosis in SJSA1 cells to be associated with a set of 

translationally enhanced mRNAs carrying a newly identified 3’UTR motif (CG-motif). The 

CG-motif was sufficient to stimulate mRNA translation in Nutlin-treated SJSA1 cells, but 

not in a SJSA1 p53KO clone. In HCT116, the translation of CG-motif-containing mRNAs 

is instead inhibited by the action of two RNA-binding proteins, DHX30 and PCBP2. 

Depletion of DHX30 in HCT116 cells led to enhanced translation of CG-motif mRNAs and 

higher apoptosis after Nutlin treatment. DHX30 or PCBP2 silencing in HCT116 cells also 

resulted in higher sensitivity to DNA damaging, chemotherapeutic drugs. Our work 

highlights translation specificity as an important regulatory step in the activation of p53-

dependent apoptosis. 

 

 

 


